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https://www.100test.com/kao_ti2020/142/2021_2022_CCNABRAI

ND_c101_142068.htm test name: ccna test #640-407 i just finished

the cisco’s ccna exam. i got 80%. kinda of tough. here’s my

braindump: 1.) two questions on which is the network part and

which is the node address part of both an ip and ipx address. 2.)

many answers could be found by process of elimination. cisco put

alot of silly possibile answers that are easy to check off. 3.) at least 10

question (possibly more) on the osi layers. a.) what level do jpeg,

mpeg correspond to? b.) what level do sql, rpc correspond to? c.)

question on the encapsulation process

(data-segment-packet-frame-bit). d.) many other questions on each

and every osi layer. 4.) what context and how to configure banners

(config)#banner motd # 5.) i had about 5 ip subnetting questions.

again, there were many silly possible answers that made it easy to

eliminate to get the real answer. 6.) one question on the cisco 7000

series switch/router and how to specify which slot/adapter/port#

(not sure exactly though). 7.) about 5 qustions on access lists. mainly

standard access list but some extended ones. 8.) some questions

about matching a protocol to a certain osi layer. eg. icmp (which osi

layer network) 9.) about 3-4 questions on viewing and configuring

frame-relay on a cisco router (encapsulation/lmi type). this was a

weak area for me. 10.) that’s all i can remember. good luck! george

mcne, mcse i, a , and now ccna! ccna #640-403 well took the exam

6/5/99, and pass with an 71%... close i know!!! the exam truely tests



your understanding the cisco iso. know the osi and the dod models

and know how and at what layers they interact. i had two question on

apple talk. (hint, know all the access list numbers) i had very few

subnetting questions, but you must know what the valid host

numbers are for a given subnet. most of the questions require you to

pick several answers out of a large group. memorize where the

protocols fit into the osi model. 


